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0. Introduction.

Purpose,  theme,  issues: Knowing  and  worshiping  God  for  who  he  really  is;  avoiding  preconceptions  or
misconceptions about God; how we fail to properly relate to, perceive, or understand God; when God's ways are
strangely different from what we expect; handling non-believers' views of Jesus.

Passage: Matthew 16:1-4 [optional], Matthew 16:13-28.

1. Text notes.

Caesarea Philipi (as opposed to other cities named Caesarea) is north of the Sea of Galilee. 
Christ (DFEHGJIAKML�N ,  Christos) is the Greek equivalent of Messiah (OQPSRUT ,  Meshiach), meaning 'anointed one', thus,

one who is consecrated, chosen, anointed, and specially empowered by God. In the Old Testament, kings and priests
were anointed with oil (notably, Saul and David, anointed by Samuel) as an indication of their divine calling and
approval; oil symbolizes the Holy Spirit.  Later the term came to mean the anticipated messiah of God, specially
anointed as king and deliverer of God s people. This came from later Old Testament prophecies like in Isaiah, or
Daniel 9:25-26, of the coming king. By this time, all Jews were eagerly awaiting a messiah king who would liberate
them from Roman rule and usher in a heavenly kingdom. 

In v20, Jesus warns the disciples not to broadcast this. At that time, the Jewish expectation of the coming messiah
had been greatly colored by strong political and nationalistic feelings. The Jews were under Roman occupation, and
many had come to believe in the messiah as a political deliverer who would defeat the Romans and establish a Jewish
kingdom of God on earth. If the people knew Jesus to be the messiah, public turmoil would have ensued as they
would have attempted to forcibly install Jesus as a political king, or at least they would have simply politicized him
and ignored the real spiritual mission and teaching of his life. 

16:28 is a difficult verse, but you may not need to cover the last paragraph in your study. Two interpretations of
this verse are possible. One view holds that it refers to his reign through his church on earth after the resurrection –
particularly for those who view the church as the main manifestation of the “kingdom of heaven” that Jesus spoke of.
Another view holds that this refers to his transfiguration a week later, which was a visible demonstration that Jesus
was to return to heavenly glory with the Father after the resurrection. 

This study focuses on the interaction of Peter and Jesus. For more detail on the teachings of Jesus specifically on
the theology of the church and spiritual warfare, refer to the Bible study from last summer on Mt. 16:13-20, “Upon
this rock”, at VXW WSYZ [ [\V�]^C_a` b c�d&b eVfWhg&gi` jf]i^>[Sklb jfj�m [nd&o&^p^C_qnr&sl` VXWS^ , and some background on Peter in the introduction to this series
in the handout d&Y&qtb c�eur�v&wHb cXWhq ]H` Y�x9m  from the spring '04 web page.

2. Commentary and discussion.

The Pharisees were the strict, concervative, fundamentalist Jewish religious teachers of the day, who resented
Jesus questioning their authority, theological correctness, motives, morality, and spirituality. Most of all, Jesus went
against their whole system of man-made religious laws and traditions and their religious legalism. The Sadducees
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were the more theologically liberal group, who doubted things like the existence of angels and the resurrection of the
dead – in other words, religious skeptics1.  They obviously disagreed greatly with Jesus. Both camps resented the
authority that Jesus assumed in his ministry. He was a direct threat to their authority, prestige, and power. 

Here they ask him for a sign to prove that he is from God. Jesus rebuffs them with a deliberately ambiguous and
cryptic response. He basically tells them no, because they are too spiritually blind to understand what has already
been revealed to them already, so no visible sign will be given except “the sign of Jonah” -- a cryptic reference to his
death and resurrection in three days, similar to Jonah's ordeal in the whale. They already know the Scriptures, which
teach about Jesus and his coming, and his ministry has already provided sufficient “signs” of who he is. Nothing more
is to be given to stubborn people who don't want to believe in the first place. God has little patience with people who
are skeptical simply due to their own stubbornness, pride, and selfishness. 

Peter here recognizes who Jesus is, as Jesus points out, because it was revealed to him. In this case, in fact, Jesus
had already spent a lot of time with the disciples before Peter could come to this point in his faith walk. Thus, we
cannot force or pressure non-believers to recognize and accept Jesus for who he really is. We must pray for God to
reveal it to them and change their hearts, and pray for them to open up. 

Peter is commended for his faith, but his picture of Jesus is inaccurate. After this incident, now that the disciples
know for sure who he is, Jesus starts preaching about his coming suffering and death. This is shocking and confusing
to them. Like most Jews, they understood the king and kingdom aspects of the Messiah, but not the other important
part – the suffering servant who dies for our sins. Their was some indication of a suffering servant in Old Testament
prophecies, especially in Isaiah 53, but Jews did not really know what to do with this. They mainly focused on the
more heroic and nationalistic aspects – a special king from God who come to liberate them, destroy the Gentiles (i.e.,
Romans), and establish a glorious heavenly kingdom on earth. 

So when Jesus starts talking like this, it is totally beyond their understanding.  But rather than being humbly
receptive to new truth (especially considering whom it's coming from), Peter becomes frustrated and rebukes Jesus,
because his plans are diametrically opposed to their plans and expectations. Jesus' rebuke of Peter seems harsh, but
Peter doesn't realize that he is opposing a very important part of God's plan. In fact, dying for us is the very reason
Jesus came. Clearly, Satan doesn't want Jesus to die for us or save us. He'd love to kill Jesus (which he found later
didn't work) or tempt Jesus to skip the suffering and assume his power. In fact, that's the rationale behind the way
Satan tempted Jesus in the wilderness (Mt. 4). If Jesus skipped the cross, we would all be lost, which would be a great
victory  for  Satan.  So Jesus  recognizes  Peter's  motivations  as  contrary  to  God's  plans  and intentions.  Peter  (and
probably the other disciples, as we studied last week) is focusing on his own expectations and future plans – probably
the glory, power, and honor of reigning with Christ in a heavenly kingdom imposed upon earth after smashing the
Gentiles. 

In spite of his spiritual progress, Peter is still focused on worldly goals and attitudes, and is not fully sensitive to
what God wants to do, nor does he really understand what God is doing. Matthew thus presents a complex picture of
Peter – one who has a commendable level of faith and enthusiasm, but is lacking in godly wisdom. And we can easily
see ourselves in Peter, which is why he is so interesting as an NT character. To some degree or another, we are a
mixture of good and bad spiritual motives; or emotional enthusiasm mixed with spiritual immaturity and lack of
wisdom;  or  strong  spiritualitymixed  with  too  much  worldly  emotionalism,  pride,  spiritual  ignorance,  or  lack  of
sensitivity to what God wants or what God is doing. 

In our Bible studies, one topic you may want to bring up is responding to non-believers. From this we learn that
only God can really convert a non-believer, and so we have to be patient and pray for God to work on a person, rather
than trying to argue someone into the kingdom, or convert someone by relying on our own arguments, emotions, or
force. In extreme cases, some critics may be so arrogant, hard-hearted, and blind that we have to brush them off, even
ignore them, and not worry about their criticism, at least in some cases. 

In our spiritual growth, we can only grow closer to God if we let him show himself to us. There's no lack of
desire on his part to do so, only on ours. But with what level of spiritual knowledge or growth we have, we easily
become proud and presume to understand more about God than we really do. For one thing, we need to cast aside our
head knowledge and over and over again confess the lordship of Christ in our lives, and strive to realize this in our
daily lives. It is thus important every day to surrender all to Christ in our prayers, to glorify him as lord of all your
life, and to exalt him as lord of everything in the cosmos – this is part of how we should worship him. 

But  in  practice  it  is  hard  to  surrender  when  we  don't  understand  his  will  or  what  he  is  doing.  It  is  worth
discussing, especially for younger believers, about submitting to God even when we don't understand his will. This is
especially important when we are undergoing difficulties and question God, or when life doesn't go as we expect.
Some people may have  incorrect  or  unbalanced  views  or  images  of  God.  For  example,  people who come from
abusive backgrounds  or  dysfunctional  families  may have  trouble  relating to God as a father  figure,  or  to really
experience God's love. They may view God as one to be feared and obeyed, but not to love and be loved. They may

1 Since they didn't believe in the resurrection, they were sad, you see.  z  {



have  difficulty  establishing  intimacy  with  God  or  relating  to  him on  a  meaningful  personal  level.  Those  from
comfortable or affluent backgrounds may focus too much on God's love and goodness and not pay much attention to
the seriousness of sin, or repentance, obedience, and fearing God. We may have wrong attitudes about some aspects
of God based on what parents, friends, or our culture have taught us. Maybe we've adapted our view of God to meet
our personal needs and desires, rather than coming to God on his terms. No matter the source, we need to break free
from wrong images of God. 

We have to be careful not to oppose what might be God's will. We may do this is when we focus rigidly on one
religious rule and ignore other biblical teachings, or when we self-righteously insist on our own way. We ignore
others, serve as a bad witness, hurt others, and go against God's will. Or serious or public sin by a Christian can also
be harmful. When we do such things, we are actually being used by Satan, even though we may think we are right or
even doing God's will. Not only can we hurt others and ourselves, but we rob ourselves of blessing, imtimacy with
God, and the privilege of being used by God? We need to think about how to evaluate our actions, attitudes, and
behaviors to see if they might be playing into the devil's hands. In what ways might what we do come from “the
things of men” and be contrary to “the mind of God”? 

If you have time, you can look at the last paragraph, where Jesus talks about taking up his cross. This reminds us
that the Christian life is not supposed to be easy, and God never promised an easy life after becoming a Christian. In
his time, crosses were not artistic designs or jewelry pieces, but a symbol of torture and cruel death. Imagine Jesus
saying today, “Take up your electric chair and follow me”. Imagine wearing little electric chairs or torture devices as
jewelry. (As an object lesson, prepare some small pictures of such devices and have people wear them during the
study!) We forget that's what the crosses we wear and display really mean. If our lives seem easy and comfortable,
then maybe something is wrong. 

3. Discussion questions.

Demands for a sign.
| Why did the religious leaders ask Jesus for a sign?
| How does Jesus respond? Why does Jesus rebuff them? 
| Why do you think Jesus left them? Why doesn't he plead with them or try to convince them to believe in

him?
| Would it ever be appropriate for us to respond to skeptics in a similar manner – to what kind of skeptics? 
| In what ways are we demanding or skeptical toward God? What are ways that believers depend on or expect

signs from God in an unhealthy way? How can this be self-centered, sensationalistic, or unbiblical? 
| For example, how might it not be healthy to rely on this as a regular means of discerning God's will?2 

He's Messiah!
| What popular opinions were circulating about Jesus at this time? 
| What kinds of popular ideas circulate about Jesus today? How should Christians respond? 

| What does Christ mean? (or Messiah?) Did Peter realizes this on his own? 
| How does the Father reveal this to people?  (How did he reveal it to you?)

| Can we automatically expect or assume non-believers to recognize this? Can we rely on natural means to do
so? 

| What does this mean for how we interact with them? What is our role in helping them to recognize this? 
| What means should we use? 

| Why are the disciples instructed not to broadcast this information? What does that say about Jesus' intentions
in how he preaches the gospel? 

| How is Jesus founding his church? Upon what? 
| If he's Messiah, why does he bother with the whole church thing? Why not take over the world right then?

2 Occasionally God uses signs, as in the case of Gideon in Judges for showing his will, and sometimes to reveal himself to
others, as with various miracles and charismatic gifts in Acts. But this is not a normal means for determining God's will
that we should necessarily expect, except in unusual situations. }



| What was Jesus' main mission in life?  
He's Messiah! Uh, wait...Huh? Going to die?!
| What was his purpose in training the disciples?  What did the disciples have in mind?  
| Why does Jesus start talking about his death? 

| What expectations do you think Peter (and the others) had about their future with Jesus? What do you think
they expected from this future king? What might have been wrong with their expectations? What were their
motives?

| Why does Peter react like this? 
| Imagine you're a devout, nationalistic Jewish person at this time like Peter. How would you react if your

“king” started talking about dying like this? 

| How was what Peter said contrary to God's will? Why did Jesus think it was so serious? 
| Why does Jesus rebuke him so harshly? Why a “stumbling block”?  
| Why does he refer to Satan?  What would be wrong with Peter trying to stop Jesus from dying? What would

happen to us? How might that play into Satan's hands? 
| What is so wrong with Peter's intentions? How are they so worldly? How are they contrary to God's ways? 
| What were God's intentions here?  How and why were Peter's intentions so contrary to God's?

Peter and us. Peter in us.
| How would you describe Peter? 
| Would you describe him as a faithful believer? One who is growing well? Weak? Worldly?  Lacking

wisdom? 
| What makes him an interesting character here? 
| In what ways are his character and spiritual life complex? 

| In what ways are you / we like Peter? 
| For example, in spite of all the spiritual advantages that we enjoy, how do we mess up? Why then does God

keep using Peter? Or us?

| How might our behavior or attitudes be contrary to God's will? 
| In what ways have you gone against God's will? What happens as a result? 
| Can you think of examples you've seen (or from your life) where believers really believed they were doing

right, when it was contrary to God's will, or hurtful to others? 
| In what areas are we vulnerable to being focused on worldly things rather than “the things of God”? 
| How might it not be good for you to go against God's will? To be focused on worldy things? 
| What are the consequences of acting contrary to God's will? For example, how does it affect others? The

church? Ourselves? Our relationship with God? Can God still use us?
| How does God respond when we go against his will?

| In what ways might we be used by Satan? Or, how has this happened to you in the past? To other believers
around you? 

| In  what  ways  can  believers  be  used  by  Satan  to  hurt  other  believers?  The  witness  of  the  church?
Themselves? (e.g., in conflicts, public sin, etc.)  What examples have you seen? 

| How was Satan involved? How is it that believers can allow themselves to be used like this? What are some
clever ways that he does so? 

| Do you need to confess, repent, or make amends in this area?

Relating to God.
| How do you feel toward God when you go thru difficult times? (Or when life seems dull?) ~



| How do you respond when you feel  like you don't  understand what God is doing in your life,  you feel
confused about difficulties, etc.? 

| How might our frustration in such situations be due to incorrect views or attitudes about God?  Incorrect
expectations of God? 

| What particular aspects of who God is get distorted? Can you give some examples?
| We know, for example, that God loves us (at least intellectually). But do you really experience his love in a

real way? Though we know intellectually about God's love, could there be skepticism deep down in your
heart? What problems in your thinking might prevent you from experiencing his love? Where do such doubts
or skepicism come from?

| Besides knowing God's love, what are some other problems? For example, is it easy for you to relate to God
as a father figure? As a lover? As a constant companion? As one who is real, personal, and always with you?
As one who is holy and who is also to be feared? 

| What kinds of background or experiences might make us skeptical about such aspects of God? 
| How can we overcome these issues, and break thru our spiritual barriers? 

| In difficult situations, how can you submit to God's will? How can you submit when you don't understand
his will or what he's doing? 

| How has God used such situations in your past? What has he done in your life as a result? 
| What are some issues you feel confused about now? How can you ask God about them? 

| In what ways might our views or “image” of God be inaccurate? Unbalanced? 
| What kinds of experience can lead us to have wrong views of God, his will, his plans, what he's like, etc.? 
| What kinds of sinful behavior or attitudes can lead us to have wrong views of God?
| How might  wrong views of God interfere with our relationship with him? With  our spiritual  lives and

growth? Can you think of some specific examples?  

| What does it mean to worship God in spirit and truth? (John 4:24) How do you do this in your personal daily
walk with the Lord? 

The cross.
| In this context, why does Jesus talk about taking up one's cross? What does it mean? 
| Why does he describe the Christian life this way? (Wouldn't this scare away potential converts?)
| What are the sources of suffering that are implied by these expressions?
| How might you rephrase this in modern terms? What would it mean if you thought of it as “taking up your

electric chair”, wearing electric chair jewelry, etc.? 
 
| Do you find yourself expecting a comfortable, easy life? 
| Do you think your life is like that now? Would that be a good thing? Why not? 
| How might your life be too comfortable right now? -- Especially compared to other believers who've had

much more difficult lives? 

| What does 'Messiah' mean in your life? What does it mean to submit to the lordship of Christ in your life? 

4. Prayer items.

Pray silently first. Pray about submission to the lordship of Christ in every area of your life, including areas
you've not surrendered or have tried to reassert your own control, or where you feel confused about what God is
doing or about God's will. Pray for God to reveal himself to you in a deeper way, and to correct your incorrect
views and attitudes toward him. Pray for wisdom to discern and conform to God's will, and for an obedient
heart. Then pray for each other publicly, for prayer requests, for your small group, for the fellowship, etc. 
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